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Presidene s Message
George W. Brett
510 21st St., N.W.,
Washington, D. C. 20006
This is election year and it is time for
the members to be thinking seriously about
who they want to run their organization for
the next two years, 1972-1973. Also, :if there
are any changes that should be made in our
by laws, now is the time to get the wheels
moving. Several groups have wanted to
form chapters. We think that is fine, but
there needs to be an amendment to this effect offered to the by laws. The members
can then vate on this question.
The members of the Nominating Committee will be listed in our next issue, but
our by laws require preliminary action by
July 1. These matters wi!! rye discussed at
our Washington meeting at the Hotel Shoreham, Saturday, May 22, 3 p.m.
NOTE: All of the nrticks «ppearing
in this and future issues of The Canal
Zone Philatelist have been written by
the Editor, Gilbert N. Plass, unless a
by-line indicates otherwise. Col. James
DeVoss has agreed to maintain close
liaison with our printer in State College. We wish to thank him for
making the quarterly mailings from his
post office.

Slogan Cancellations
Richard Salz sends a list of slogan cancellations that have been used in the Canal
Zone. Cancels Nos. 1-6 were used at Ancon,
Balboa, Balboa Heights, and Cristobal.
Cancels Nos. 7-10 were used at Balboa only.
1. 1903 CANAL ZONE 1953 50 YEARS
OF FRIENDSHIP AND CO-OPERATION
PANAMA. Nov. 3-30, 1953.
2. CANAL ZONE 1904-1954 POSTAL
SERVICE PANAMA CANAL. June 24Dec. 31, 1954.
3. THE PANAMACANAL (Map-Panama
Canal) GATEWAY OF WORLD TRADE.
1937-1959.
4. THE PANAMA CANAL (Map-Panama
Canal) SHORTENS SEA ROUTES. 19371960.
5. THE PANAMA CANAL (Map-Panama
Canal) SHORT ROUTE TO WORLD
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1971

WHOLE

No. 19

New ZONIE CANAL Error
Still another previously unlisted error has been found on the 2¢ value of the Hamilton
Bank Note Issue of 1906. The block of four shown in Figure 1 has the variety on the two
upper stamps, double overprint, one reading ZONE CANAL. This is a variety worthy of
a catalogue number (for example, No. 46b is double overprint and No. 46d is a double
overprint, one reads ZONE CANAL). In order to be classified as the new error the entire
second overprint should be on one I stamp
and read ZONE CANAL. If the second
overprint is split, as on the bottom two
stamps of the illustrated block, this can not
be considered as the new error.
One sheet was overprinted with a second
overprint on a diagonal. The following varieties come from this sheet: Scott No. 23d,
double overprint, one diagonal (the second
overprint may either read CANAL ZONE
or be split); No. 23e, double uverprint,' one
diagonal in pair with normal (may be found
in both horizontal and vertical pairs with
normal); unlisted, double overprint, one
reads ZONE CANAL; unlisted, double
CA'NAL \shown in Figure 1 in Canal Zone
Philatelist, 7, 1 (1971'))". -Fmtr -oopies have
already been reported of the new error
shown in Figure 1. The two new varieties
mentioned here should be added to the
catalogue. At the same time No. 23h,
CANAL only should be deleted. This was
added to the catalogue this year on the basis Figure 1. No. 23 with double overprint;
on two upper stamps one reads
of a single repaired stamp which is not
ZONE CANAL.
genuine.
MARKETS. 1937-1959.
6. THE PANAMA CANAL (Map-Panama
Canal) SPEEDS WORLD COMMERCE.
1937-1955.
7. UNITED - GIVE THE UNITED
WAY. 1964.
8. PREVENT FIRES
SAVE LIVESSAVE JOBS. 1966.
9. US 70 MISSION SAFETY THE ROAD
TO SAFETY. 1968.
10. NATIONAL POLICE WEEK. 1969.

New Machine Cancels
Hugh Cassibry reports that the Canal
Zone has recently purchased and placed into
use four cancelling machines of a new
type. The new machines are listed as
Model B, Class B, and were supplied by
Intf~mational'Peripheral Systems, Lewistown,
Pa. The machines were first used at Al-
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brook Air Force Base and Fort Clayton on
Nov. 23, 1970 and at Balboa and Cristobal
on Dec. 31, 1970. In addition the old can~
ceIling machine from Cristobal was trans':
ferred ·to Coco Solo and first used there on
Dec. 31, 1970. Prior to this transfer, all
Coco Solo mail was hand cancelled. The
new cancels have 7 killer bars, while the
old cancels have only 6. In addition the
killer bars are heavier on the new cancels;
A new "Paquebot" cancel was also placed
in use at Balboa and Cristobal on Dec. 31,
1970. The new cancel has "PAQUEBOT"
in a straight line within a rectangle. The
old cancel at Cristobal was quite different
having large letters in a wavy line. The old
cancel at Balboa had the word in a straight
line within a rectangle, but the word was
shorter and the rectangular frame was
smaller.
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Canal Zone

Philatelist
Gilbert N. Plass, Editor
P. O. Box 9973
College Station, Tex. 77840
Published quarterly by The Canal Zone
Study Group, 29 S. South Carolina Ave.,
Atlantic City, N. J. 08401. Printed by Himes
Printing Co., State College, Pa. Second class
postage paid at State College, Pa. 16801.
Manuscripts should be typewritten doublespaced, one side of page. Books and literature for review should be sent to the editor.
Display advertising accepted from CZSG
members only at the following rates per
insertion:
$ 5.00
one column two inches
one column five inches
10.00
two columns five inches
15.00
two columns ten inches
25.00
Column width 14 picas (2%6"), two columns 29 picas (41 % 6" ). Remittance must
accompany copy. Deadlines for ads the first
day of Jan., Apr., July, Oct. Half-tones
( 120-screen) or line engravings may be furnished by advertiser or made by CZSG and
advertiser billed at cost. Send all manuscripts and ad copy to the Editor.
Subscriptions and changes of address
should be sent to the Secretary, Alfred R.
Bew, 29 S. South Carolina Ave., Atlantic
City, N. J. 08401.
Copyright 1971.

The Canal Zone Study Group
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Detailed List of Canal Zone Stamps
(Continued

from page 4 of last issue)

1925-1928 Type B Overprint, "Sharp A"
Scott No. 84-95
A two line horizontal overprint CANAL ZONE was applied in black or red (17¢) to
the United States ordinary series of 1922 and 1925 (17¢). The normal spacing between
the word is 9.0 rom; CANAL is 11.5 mm long; ZONE is 9.0 mm long; the letters are 2.2
mm high. The stamps were recess printed from line engraved flat plates on flat-bed presses.
The plates had 400 subjects, except for the $1 value which had 200 subjects. The stamps
were issued in sheets of 100 on unwatermarked paper, perforated 11. The designs are
vertical (2¢ to 15¢) or horizontal (17¢ to $1).

Two Cents, No. 84
George Washington, carmine. Issued May 26, 1926. Total issued: 1,110,000. Normal
spacing: 11.0 mm.
One printing. A wide range from a clean overprint to a very worn overprint exists.
Plate numbers: 17814, 17842, 17890, 17892 - all with large five pointed star below
plate number on right margin of upper right pane.
a. CANAL only (from the top row of two sheets with overprint shifted downward). (20)
b. ZONE CANAL (from the remaining row of sheets with CANAL only). (180)
c. Horizontal pair, one without overprint (due to paper fold, Pos. lO-UR). (1)
d. Booklet pane of six, imperforate margins. (82,000)
Other varieties:
1. Spacing varieties: 8.7 mm
10.0 mm
11.2 mm
11.8 rom
2.
Z
(CANAL and ONE missing, Pos. 20-UR).
3. CAN
ZONE (AL of CANAL and part of E of ZONE missing, Pos. 30-UR).
Examples of the overprint occur with CANAL ZONE too high or low in its horizontal row.

Auctions
There \vere several large Canal Zone
sales during the past quarter and a number
of rarities were sold. In the following prices
realized, we list first the Scott catalogue
number, followed by the price realized and
the catalogue price in parenthesis as listed
in the auction catalogue. All items are unused unless mentioned otherwise. Serious
defects are specifically mentioned. All prices
have been rounded to the nearest dollar.
The largest Canal Zone sale of the quarter
was held by Robert Siegel on Feb. 11th.
The total realized at the sale was $11,131
to be compared with a catalogue value of
$15,350; thus the stamps realized 72.5% of
catalogue. This is considerably lower than
the percentage obtained at the leading sales
of the past two years. However, we must
remember that the 1971 catalogue prices
used here are 25% over the 1970 prices
which in turn were increased 31% over the
1969 prices. Prices have not gone down appreciably over the past year; it is just that
the catalogue prices have gone up.
Some of the individual realizations were:
No. Ib in pair, $360 ($490); 3a, used, PAN.
AMA 2 rom below bar, $725 ($160); lOa,
$40 ($30); lOb, $190 ($250); 12, used,
PANAAM, $50 ($40); 14b, $60 ($85); 15,
$425 ($550); 20a in block of 4, $42 ($42);
22g, $400 ($375); 23a, $180 ($175); 23,
CANAL double, second copy known, $525;
30a, paper clip stain, $750 ($750); 31 misplaced vertical perfs, $42; 39f, interleaving adheres to gum, $725 ($500); 53b, $90
($100); 60a, $280 ($250); 60b, $90 ($95);

~ __

Three Cents, No. 85
Abraham Lincoln, violet. Issued June 27, 1925. Total issued: 199,200.
One printing. Plate numbers: 16400, 16401, 16402, 16474.
a. ZONE ZONE (Pos. 18-LR). (Approximately 90).
Other varieties:
1. Split overprint, both CANAL and ZONE split (overprint shifted to right).
2. CANAL in wrong font (Pos. 51-UL).
3. ZONE in wrong font (Pos. 82-UL).
4. Spacing variety: 10.0 mm.
The differences between the normal and wrong font type are small. The two ends of
the C come closer together in the wrong font; the lower end of the C has a continuous
curve in the normal font, but has a sharp bend near the end in the wront font. The two
legs of the A are more nearly of equal width in the wrong font. The widest part of the 0
appears thinner in the wrong font. Most of the letters appear slightly thinner in the wrong
font.

Five Cents, No. 86
Theodore Roosevelt, blue. Issued Jan. 7, 1926. Total issned: 1,343,147.
A. First printing. Clean overprint with the letters A in CANAL open. Total issued:
497,500.
Plate numbers: 15571, 15952, 16331, 16332.
B. Second printing. Very worn overprint with the letters A in CANAL filled. Total
issued: 845,647.
Plate numbers: 16333, 16363, 16365, 16366;
16391, 16392, 16393, 16394.
a. ZONE ZONE (Pos. 18-LR). First printing. (Approximately 10)
b. CANAL inverted (Pos. 7-LR). Second printing. (Approximately 25)
c. Inverted overprint (90 stamps on the sheet plus the lower sheet margin received
the inverted overprint; since the top row without overprint was saved in vertical pairs
with the stamps from the second row, it is usually considered that 80 copies of this variety exist). Second printing. (80)
d. Horizontal pair, one without overprint (due to paper fold; Pos. l-LR). (1)
e. ZONE CANAL. (One sheet had the overprint shifted upward with ZONE only on
bottom row; the remaining 90 stamps show ZONE CANAL with the words printed horizontally. Other sheets have the overprint at a slight diagonal, rising from left to right
across the sheet; most of the stamps in these sheets merely show a split overprint, but
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some sheets contain examples of CANAL only and ZONE CANAL on a slight diagonal.)
Second printing. (90 copies with ZONE CANAL horizontal; unknown number with ZONE
CANAL on a slight diagonal)
f. ZONE only (bottom row of sheet with overprint shifted upward). Second printing.
(10)

g. Vertical pair, one without overprint, other with overprint inverted (from top two
rows of sheet with inverted overprint). Second printing. (10)
h. CANAL only (from sheets with overprint applied at a slight angle).
Other varieties:
1. Spacing variety: 10 mm. First printing. Pos. 77-LL.
2. CANAL in wrong font (Pos. 51-UL).
3. ZONE in wrong font (Pos. 82-UL).
4. Split overprint. These exist from sheets with diagonal overprint with both
CANAL and ZONE split; these also exist from a sheet with the overprint shifted upward
with CANAL split.
5.
L
E (CANA and ZON missing; Pos. 11-LR). Due to paper fold.
6.
AL
NE (CAN and ZO missing; Pos. (21-LR). Due to paper fold.
7.
NAL ONE (CA and Z missing: Pos. 31-LR). Due to paper fold.
8. ANAL ZONE (slight trace of C). Due to paper fold.
9. C
ZON (ANAL and E missing). Due to paper fold.
10.
ZO
(CANAL and NE missing: Pos. 10-LL). Due to paper fold.
Examples of the overprint occur with CANAL ZONE too high or low in its horizontal row.

Ten Cents, No. 87
James Monroe, orange. Issued Aug. 1925. Total issued: 99,510.
One printing. Plate numbers: 16376, 16377, 16378, 16379.
a. ZONE ZONE (Pos. 18-LR). (Approximately 5)
b. ZONE only (due to paper fold: Pos. l-UL). (1)
Other varieties:
1. Spacing variety: 10 mm. (Pos. 77-LL).
2. CANAL in wrong font (Pos. 51-UL).
3 ZONE in wrong font (Pos. 82-UL).
2. Part of C of CANAL missing (due to paper fold; Pos. 2-UL).

Twelve Cents, No. 88
Grover Cleveland, brown violet. Issued Feb., 1926. Total issued: 58,062.
One printing. Plate numbers: 15350, 15351, 15352, 15693.
a. ZONE ZONE (Pos. 18-LR). (Approximately 4)
Other varieties:
1. Spacing varieties: 9.7 rom
10.0 mm. Pos. 77-LL.
2. CANAL in wrong font (Pos. 51-UL).
3. ZONE in wrong font (Pos. 82-UL).

Fourteen Cents, No. 89
American Indian, dark blue. Issued Dec., 1928. Total issued: 55,700.
One printing. Plate numbers: 14526, 15795, 15796, 15797.
(Scott lists a ZONE CANAL variety. 'Ve have reservations about this listing for a
number of reasons. If a genuine copy exists, please submit it to your Editor for inspection
and listing.)

Fifteen Cents, No. 90
Statue of Liberty, gray. Issued Nov., 1925. Total issued: 204,138.
A. First printing. It is not always possible to identify the printings from single stamps;
however, we offer the following guidelines. Black well inked overprint with the letters
A of CANAL open. The basic stamp is a lighter gray than was used for any of the other
printings. Total issued: 99,500.
Plate numbers: 14910, 14911, 14912, 14913.
B. Second printing. Gray poorly inked overprint with small uninked areas usually
showing on the letters. The basic stamp is a slightly richer, darker gray than was used for
any of the other printings. Total issued: 56,800.
Plate numbers: 17430, 17431, 17432, 17433 - all with large five pointed star
below plate number on right margin of upper right pane.
C. Third printing. This printing occurs with both gray, lightly inked overprint and a
black, heavily inked overprint with some of the letters A of CANAL filled. The basic
stamp is an intermediate shade of gray. Total issued: 47,838.
Plate numbers: 18928, 18929, 18930, 19139.
A fourth printing is believed to have been entirely destroyed.
a. ZONE ZONE (Pos. 18-LR). First printing. (Approximately 3)
b. ZONE only (due to paper fold). (1)
(Continued

on page

12)
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73, block of 4, E of ZONE omitted, $120;
84d, $32 ($30); 91a, $62 ($70); 91b, $95
($70); 97b, $52 ($55); Jllb, $525 ($200);
UX5, $80 ($90); UX6, $140 ($135).
The second largest sale of the quarter
was held by Jacques C. Schiff on March
13th when he sold the collection of J. C.
Wright of Panama City. These included No.
lOa, $30 ($38): 15, block of 4, spaced A L,
perfs cut design, $1900 ($3000); 18, $15
($14); 22, 2 pairs, one ANA, one ONE, $27
($26); 25a, tied on piece, $95 ($1l0); 39d,
$16 ($18); 3ge, $50 ($42); 46-48, used,
$105 ($105): 48, $125 ($130); 53b, $70
($100); 56b, $47 ($60): 56f, $50 ($55); 57a
in strip of 10, $350 ($394); 63a, $18 ($18);
67a, $125 ($175); Type A35, 5¢-$1 (7
values), $130 ($175); 76a, used, in pair with
normal, $280 ($856) (this was a bargain as
only 4 or 5 used copies are known, most
with serious defects); 84b, $40 ($50); 86b,
in pair with normal, $47 ($46); 91a + 91c
in pair, $80 ($98); C2, plate block of 6,
$170 ($225); 08, used, $150 ($110).
Three Canal Zone rarities were sold by
Robert Siegel in his rarity sale on March
23rd. A block of 4 of No. 15 with PANAMA 15 rom long sold for $2100 ($3200).
The recently discovered block of 90 of #67
(interleaving adhering to gum and poor
centering) sold for $5000 ($14,900). The
missing Thatcher Ferry Bridge, No. 157a,
sold for $2700. This proves that the story
from last year that a copy was sold by mail
auction for $10,300 was a complete hoax.
As we stated at the time, the true value of
this error is in the neighborhood of the
above realization.
Harmer, Rooke sold on Dec. 15th No.
C08-13, used, $180 ($165).
Robert Siegel sold on Jan. 15th No. J4b,
unused, $75; J4b, sheet of 100, used, $105
($225).
Irwin Heiman offered in his priced list a
card carried on the 1930 Zeppelin Round
the World Flight with Canal Zone air
stamps plus U. S. #CI3, 25 known, $325;
Same but cover with U. S. #CI4, 20 known,
$425; COI4a, used, $400.
On Jan. 27th Vahan Mozian sold No.1,
used, $78 ($90); 14e, block of 4, $25 ($30);
23f, block of 4, $21 ($8); 48, used, $38
($45): 67, used, $52 ($35); 73a, $15 ($16);
COl-7, used, $13 ($14); 08, used, $150
($1l0).
(Continued

on page 12)

# 117a Booklet,
Cpl. & Unexploded
Special Offer
From Recent "Find" Contains 2 panes, each with
95-100% of pI. no. in selvedge.
Scarce!
Good centering.
Quantities limited.
Sat'n or money back. (Or, what
can you offer in trade?)
Bill Sells 3806 Sunnyside
Brookfield, Ill. 60513

Auctions -

(Continued

from page 11)

Robert Siegel sold on Jan. 27th No. 2
+ 3 on cover, $180 ($220); 3 on cover,
$135 ($175); 4-8 on one cover, $80 ($133);
9d, used, small defect, $350 ($800); 46,
fine, $34 ($45); 46-48, used, $70 ($105); 51,
perf P on small piece, $60; 67, small thin,
$100 ($140); 9Th, booklet of 2 panes, $100
($140); 106a, booklet of 4 panes, $13 ($10);
115c, $40 ($22); 117b, booklet of 2 panes,
$35 ($25); 08, used, $160 ($110); 08, block
of 4, used, $550 ($450); OX5b, first copy
sold at auction, $85; U14, $62 ($75).
Florida Stamp Auctions (Bruce W. Ball)
sold on Feb. 8th No.3, $70 ($60); 3, on
cover, $188 ($170); 15, block of 4, 2 stamps
with PANAMA 15 mm long, $3100 ($3000):
22, ANA for CANAL, $12 ($ll); 37, $7
($8); 54, $12 ($13); 1924 essays, Type A34,
5¢-$1, $1 with missing comer, $132 ($140);
7le, $ll ($12); J10-11, $13 ($12); J15, $13
($13); 08, used, $148 ($1l0). Higgins and
Gage sold one of the registered envelopes
inscribed "Diez Centesimos" and surcharged
with numerals "5" and solid blocks as used
in Panama, $1l0.
H. R. Harmer sold on Feb. 25th No. 25a,
pair with some gum creases, $120 ($300).

Christmas Cards
Richard Salz sent the following item
from The Canal Record of Dec. 22, 1915.
"The 10,000 Christmas cards which were
placed Gn sale at the commissary stores on
December 6 were sold out quickly, and the
commissary branch of the Supply Department had 3,000 cards of an appropriate
local design printed at the Canal printing
plant at Mount Hope. The design was
printed in four colors. The decoration was
printed on the reverse side of the official
Canal Zone postal card, requiring no stamp,
and space below the design gives room for
writing a personal greeting. The Canal
Zone cards were placed on sale in the morning of Wednesday, Dec. 15."
These interesting cards turn up occasionally. Mr. Salz sent a copy of a later one
printed on the back of No. UX5 in red and
green with the official Canal Zone seal at
the top and red and green holly at the
bottom. The message reads:
"Memories of firesides crackling,
Thoughts of the Loved Ones there.
Bright-eyed, trampling the snow fields
Or breasting the wintry air,
Come to the Isthmian Pilgrim
Keeping Christmastide here
Where sleet and ice are strangers,
Where orchids bloom all the year.
Warnl is our Christmas noon sun,
Balmy our vesper breeze,
Fragrant our Yuletide flowers,
Verdant our Festal trees;
And warm is this Christmas Message
To Cherished Friend over the seas:
May the Maker of All watch o'er thee
And gladden our Memories."
Mr. Salz also sent copies of other similar
Christmas messages on both Nos. UX4 and
UX5.

Detailed List of Canal Zone Stamps
(Continued from page 11)

Other varieties:
1. Spacing varieties: 10 rom. Pos. 77-LL.
2. CANAL in wrong font (Pos. 51-UL).
3. ZONE in wrong font (Pas. 82-UL).
4. Work up of a loose 2 pt lead on entire left side of stamp, 0.7 mm wide.

Seventeen Cents, No. 91
Woodrow Wilson, black. Issued April 5,1926. Total issued: 199,500.
A. First printing. Somewhat worn overprint; 9.0 rom spacing. Total issued: 85,900.
Plate numbers: 18021, 18022, 18023, 18024;
18025, 18026, 18027, 18028.
B. Second printing. Clean overprint; 7.0 rom spacing. Total issued: 113,600.
Plate numbers: 18021, 18022, 18023, 18024.
a. ZONE only (from the bottom row of two sheets with overprint shifted upward;
remainder of rows show ZONE CANAL). First printing. (20)
b. CANAL only (from the top row of one sheet with overprint shifted downward;
remainder of rows show ZONE CANAL; one copy (Pas. 100-UL) due to paper fold). First
printing. (ll)
c. ZONE CANAL (from remaining rows of sheets that produced varieties a and b).
First printing. (270)
Other varieties:
1. 'Spacing varieties: 7.0 mm (normal on second printing)
8.0 mm. Pos. 40-UL, first printing.
9.5 rom. Pos 10, 20, 88-UL, first printing
10.0 mm. Pos. 76, 89-UL, first printing.
2. CANAL shifted to left with L of CANAL almost over Z of ZONE. This shift
changed as the stamp was printed and varies from a shift of 7.3 to 8.0 mm. Pos. 4-LL.
First printing.
3. Work up; bar 3 mm wide and 17 mm long below ZONE. Only a part of the
har usually prints. First printing.
4. Work up; vertical bar on left from CANAL down past ZONE.
5. Split overprint; overprint shifted down. ZONE split. First printing.
6. Bottom half of ZONE missing. Pos. 100-UL. First printing.
7. CANAl. Leg of L completely missing due to piece of paper on stamp during
printing. First printing.
Examples of the overprint occur with CANAL ZONE too high or low in its horizontal row.
Twenty Cents, No. 92
Golden Gate, carmine rose. Issued April 5, 1926. Total issued: 259,807.
A. First printing. Extremely worn gray overprint; 9.0 mm spacing. Total issued: 50,000.
Plate numbers: 16646, 16648, 17.530, 17531.
B. Second printing: Clean black overprint; 7.0 mm spacing. Total issued: 109,900.
Plate numbers: 17228, 17229, 17230 - large five pointed star below side number
on upper right pane;
17426,17427,17428,17429.
C. Third
printing. Clean black overprint; 9.0 mm spacing. Total issued: 97,407
estimated.
Plate numbers: 19134, 19468, 19648, 19872.
D. Fourth printing. Clean black overprint; 9.0 rom spacing; slightly richer shade of
basic stamp. Single copies can not be distinguished readily from the third printing.
Total issued: 2,500 estimated.
Plate number: 20033 (no plate numbers on side of sheet).
a. CANAL inverted. Pos. 48-UR. First printing. (Approximately 5)
b. ZONE inverted. Pos. 76-LL. First printing. (Approximately 5)
c. ZONE CANAL. Pos. 91-LL. This is the only ZONE CANAL error on the adhesive stamps that is not due to a shifted overprint; the slugs were placed incorrectly in
the form. First printing. (Approximately 5)
Other varieties:
1. Spacing varieties:

7.0 mm. Normal on second printing.
8.5 rom. Pas. 26-UL. First printing.
10.0 mm. Pas. 19-LL. First printing.
Examples of the overprint occur with CANAL ZONE too high or low in its horizontal
row; this is especially noticeable in the first printing. Examples are also known with the
Z of ZONE under the first A of CANAL from the fourth printing.

Thirty Cents, No. 93
Buffalo, olive brown. Issued Dec., 1926. Total issued: 154,700.
A. First printing. Lighter inked overprint than second printing. Single copies can not
always be distinguished from the second printing. Total issued: 50,000.
Plate numbers: 14436, 14437, 14438, 14439.
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Plate numbers:
17446,17447,17448,17449.
B. S~ond
prinHn,. He"'e,
inked ove'PrinI:~fi'~

Varieties:

p,inting. Tot,1 "'IL,

154>700:

1. Split overprint; overprint shifted up with split CANAL.
2. CANAL in wrong font. Pas. 61-U.
3. ZONE
in wrong
font.E of ZONE under the L of CANAL.
The overprint
is known
with the

I

Fifty Cents, No. 94
Arlington Amphitheatre. lilac. Issued July. 1928. Total issued: 13,533.
One printing. Plate numbers: 14042, 14043, 14044, 14045.

One Dollar, No. 95
Lincoln Memorial, violet brown. Issued April, 1926. Total issued: 20,000·1
One printing. Plate number: 14268.
Varieties:
1. CANAL in wrong font. Pos. 61-U.
2. ZONE in wrong font.
(Continued

in next issue)

CANAL ZONE STUDY GROUP
Treasurer's Report
For Calendar Year 1970
Cash in Bank, January 1, 1970
Add: Receipts
Dues Collected
Advertising in "The Canal Zone Philatelist
Sales of Publications
Interest on Savings Account
Total Receipts
Total
Loss: Disbursements
Printing of "The Canal Zone Philatelist"
Printing and Distribution df May-June 1970 Issue of
United Postal Stationery Society Magazine
Printing of Mailing Envelopes
Printing and Distribution of Membership Roster
Secretary's Expenses
Editor's Expenses
Flowers for Ed Conger
Postage and Miscellaneous
Total Disbursements
Cash in Bank, December 31, 1970
The foregoing balance consisted of the following:
Cash in savings account
Cash in checking account
Total, as above

$1,267.54
$1,540.00
110.00
96.65
56.15
1,802.80
3,070.34
939.55
123.92
61.00
52.26
50.00
42.59
16.75
15.35
1,301.42
$1,768.92
$1,259.71
509.21
$1,768.92

HughIO¢
Cassibry
sends information
Ainnail
Booklets about a
second printing of the 10¢ airmail booklet.
There are two rather noticeable differences
between the two printings. The first is that
the
orange
bar panes
which isis much
on thedarker
tab ofinsome
of the
booklet
the
second than in the first printing. The other
difference is that the booklet pane tabs of
the second printing are about 3 mm wider
horizontally than those from the first printing. As the result of this wider tab, there
is little, if any, space left for the right hand
margin. More often than not the right hand
edge of the booklet panes from the second
printing cuts into the stamp design.
As of March 31, 1971, the vault figures
for receipt and issue of airmail booklets,
which excludes booklets for sale in post
offices, is as follows:
First printing received
75,600
Jan. 19, 1970
Second printing received
Sept. 28, 1970
128,400
Issued to post offices
117,600
On hand, March 31, 1971
86,400

Official Use of Postal Card
James W. Brumbaugh reports that 29,000 2¢ Postal Cards, No. UXll, were overprinted by the Panama Canal Press with
"Penalty" and "Official Business" indicia
and the ~hilatelic Agency's return address.
These cards had become obsolete due to
rate increases. These cards were used for
notices of new items issued by the Canal
Zone Postal Service to those on the Philatelic Mailing List. About 9,500 cards were
mailed on May 5, 1961 and approximately
500 more on Oct. 5, 1961 advertising the
book Canal Zone Postage Stamps. About
9,800 cards were mailed on Oct. 5, 1961
announcing No. C32. The fourth and final
mailing of about 9,200 cards announced
No. 155.

Note

As of December 31, 1970 all bills for 1970 had been paid.

WILLIAM R. KUTTNER, Treasurer

Molesworth Robbery

Perforated P Officials

Jack E. Molesworth, the Boston dealer,
was robbed on March 17th by two armed,
masked men of a considerable part of his
stock of U. S. and Possessions. A number
of very rare Canal Zone stamps were among
those taken. Most of these can be positively
identified. Among the Canal Zone stamps
taken were No.1, block of 4; 2, numerous
blocks of 4; 15a, 2 copies; C08-COI3,
numerous copies; C014a, signed "Kessler"
and "Heiman"; 08, several singles and
block of 4; 48, numerous singles and several
blocks of 4; No.4 through 07, practically
complete in singles and blocks of 4; 2, block
of 24; 92b, in block of 16; 46, 2 full sheets
of 100; 48, sheet of 100 missing comer
block of 4. A reward of $5,000 is offered
for the return, or information leading thereto, of the stolen material. Call 617-523-2522
collect day or evening.

Richard Salz has found one page from
a history of Canal Zone stamps by A. M.
Warner who was at one time the postmaster at Las Cascades. The page is about
the perforated P official stamps and had
actual examples of the stamps on the page.
It states that the following quantities were
issued: No. 37, 365; No. 38, 3,957; No. 39,
2,694; No. 40, 478. If they are correct,
these figures are very interesting as these
are the only quantities issued known for
early perforated P stamps.

First Day for No. 90
Richard Salz reports a new first day date
for No. 90. He has a registered cover with
No. 84 and 90 sent to Rhod~ Island and
backstamped at Cristobal on N6v. 30, 1925.
This is mor.e than one month earlier than
previously reported dates for this stamp.
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Earliest Date for Type

III

William K. Philler reports that he had in
his collection a pair of No. 46 on cover dated
Dec. 14, 1915 and also a strip of 5 plus a
single of No. 48 on piece with the same
date. He believes that these dates may have
been the first day as the stamps were
printed on Dec. 7th.

OX5b
Double Impression
Only 40 copies exist
Inquiries invited

G. D. Luce
Box 1754

Balboa, C. Z.
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The lc and 2c Surcharges of 1906
By Gilbert N. Plass
The 1¢ and 2¢ surcharges of 1906 (Scott Nos. 16 and 17) are a separate series of
Canal Zone stamps that are ideal for specialization. The basic stamps have a low catalogue
value and there are no listed errors with a high catalogue value. However, the 1¢ value is
known with double surcharge as well as with missing lower bar. Each denomination
exists in three different printings which may easily be distinguished. As a result of numer·
ous minor varieties in each printing, many
Since a different form was used for the
individual stamps may be plated. Blocks of
surcharging
each time and these printings
this issue are readily available and occaswere done on different dates, each printing
sionally part or whole sheets may be obtained. It is strange that relatively little should receive a major number in the Scott
has been published about this issue and that catalogue, just as was done for the five
there are many mistakes in the previously types of the 1909-1921 issue. The dates of
issue and quantities are as follows:
published check lists.
Date of issue
1¢
2¢
The first 1¢ and 2¢ stamps of the third
100,000 200,000
series had been issued on Dec. 12, 1904 March, 1906
100,000 200,000
and had a single overprint CANAL ZONE May, 1906
300,000 50,000
on the basic Panama stamps of the same Sept., 1906
denominations. When more 2¢ stamps were
The Canal Zone wished to obtain more
needed in 1905, Panama could only supply one peso stamps for the third printing, but
Panama had no more of these stamps to
stamps which had already been overprinted
PANAMA, to which an additional CANAL send. The 1¢ and 2¢ surcharges are esZONE overprint had to be applied. Early
sentially the same for the first printing; the
in 1906 further supplies of 1¢ and 2¢ stamps same is true for the third printing. The
were needed. The then current stamps of only change was that 1 was replaced by 2
these denominations (Scott Panama Nos. and the letter s was added to ct. The sec181 and 182) were all that were available. ond printing was more complicated with
The Canal postal authorities did not wish a different set of spacings for the upper
to have another twice overprinted set and lower half panes of the 1¢ value and
whose appearance would have been some- still different spacings for the 2¢ value.
what sloppy. They refused to accept this set. Apparently all of the type was reset beAccording to Dade and Schay, Mr. Tom tween the first and second printings. HowCooke, the Director of Posts, wrote to ever, some of the type remained· in place
Governor Magoon on the subject and said:
between the second and third printings as
"This will create what every Post Office is shown by a study of the accents on the
Department endeavors to avoid - numerous letters A of PANAMA. The characteristics
classifications of stamps with diversity of of the three different printings are shown
surcharges upon them, and it will commence in Table 1. The first column of numbers
to look as though the entire system was be- gives the spacing between the bars, the
ing maintained exclusively for the purpose
second column the spacing from the upper
of stamp dealers."
bar to CANAL, and the third column the
The Canal Administration forwarded Mr. spacing from the lower bar to ct.
Cook's letter of criticism to the Foreign
The setting for the surcharge was for
Office of Panama. Panama explained in five horizontal rows of ten stamps each.
their reply that their supply of stamps had
First of all the stamps in the upper half
been exhausted before it had been antici- sheet were surcharged and then all of the
pated and that the use of the Colombian remaining stamps were done. This is known
stamps with an overprint and surcharge was from errors which occurred in the upper
decided upon pending the arrival of their
half sheet, were corrected, and do not ocnext original issue.
cur in the lower half sheet. During the
The two administrations finally agreed printing it was necessary sometimes to
that Panama would send two high values, tighten the setting by introducing space
the 20c and 1 peso values of the 1892 slugs, particularly in the bottom row of the
Colombian issue used in Panama, but with- setting. The words PANAMA are often out
out the Panama overprint and surcharge. of line vertically on the last row of the
This is the only time that Panama sent Re- surcharge compared to the other rows.
public of Colombia stamps to the Canal
There should be an accent on the last A
Zone which were not first overprinted by of the word PANAMA. In the first printPanama with the customary bar and the ing the typesetter did not use any accents
words PANAMA. Thus the printers at the on the letters A of PANAMA until he
Isthmian Canal Commission printing plant
reached position 39. Then he used letters
had to surcharge the stamps with their new A with an accent for most of the As in
values, the words CANAL ZONE as well as PANAMA on the remaining stamps in the
PANAMA plus bars to obliterate the word setting of 50. In the following printings he
COLOMBIA.
used accents on all of the As in PANAMA
There were three deliveries of these
in seemingly random fashion. It is possible
stamps to the Canal Zone for surcharging. to plate the position of many stamps from
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these accents and other defects of the surcharge. It is usually not possible to state
whether a stamp is from the upper or lower
half pane unless other clues are present
such as a straight edge or one of the varieties that only occurs in the upper half
pane. The exception to this is the 1¢
value of the second printing. As seen in
Table I the spacing for the surcharge on
the upper and lower half pane is entirely
different and any individual stamp can immediately be identified as coming from one
or the other.
It has been stated in earlier articles that
the accent marks did not always print and
varied so from sheet to sheet that there is
no point in studying them. On the contrary
the accent marks are remarkably constant
and enable one to plate the position on many
single stamps and most blocks of four. The
accents vary in size and spacing above the
A. There are a few accent marks that may
or may not print depending on how heavy
or light the inking happens to be. These are
indicated in our tabulation. The accent
marks are much easier to see on the 2¢
stamps than on the 1¢ value. Because of
the color of the basic stamp, an accent
mark may be virtually invisible on the 1¢
value if it happens to fall on a heavily
inked part of the design of the basic stamp.
Thus an accent may appear to be missing
on the 1¢ value when it is really printed
on a heavily inked part of the basic stamp.
Very occassionally there may be variations
from our tabulation due to inking and other
factors, but in the vast majority of the cases
the accents occur as tabulated.

First Printing

The accents occur as in Table II. There
are no accents on Pos. 1 to 38 in the setting.
The presence of an accent is indicated by
A and the absence of an accent by O. The
presence or absence of an accent on the
three As of the left PANAMA is indicated
first; this is followed by a hyphen and then
the accents on the three As of the right
PANAMA are indicated. For example, OAOAOO means that there is an accent on the
second A of the left PANAMA and on the
first A of the right PANAMA and none on
the other letters A.
The follOwing accents print only part of
the time: first A of left PANAMA, Pos. 40;
first and second A of left PANAMA, Pos.
48; first, second, and third A of the left
PANAMA, Pos. 49. 'Since the same form
was used to surcharge the upper and lower
half panes, the sequence of accents repeats
itself on each half pane. Note that there
is only one block of four in each half pane
with accent marks on at least some of the
As of a PANAMA on each stamp; it is Pos.
39, 40, 49, 50 or Pos. 89, 90, 99, 100.
Other constant varieties of the surcharge
are:
Pos. 12 or 62: work up between Z and 0
of ZONE; shows as one or two dots on 1¢
and as one, three, or four dots on 2¢; does
not occur on some 2¢ (see Figure 1).

bars
lower
space
1.9-2.0
3.8-4.0
2.7-2.9
2.3
2.0
17.2
1.0-1.1
Table
I.
17.5-17.6
1.3
17.7-18.0
1.5-1.6
2.0
22.8-3.2
16.5-17.0
16.6
.8-3.2
3.7-4.1
3.7
16.5-17.0
between
space
space
upper
upper
Characteristics
of l<t
Three
Printings2l/
space I

I

Pas. 20
9 oror 59:
Pas.
70: broken
broken 0
N in
in Z(i)NE.
leh PANAMA. 1
Pas. 26 or 76: dropped PA iA right PANi
AMA (2¢ only).

I

j

AMA
only).
Pos. (2¢
27 or
77: raised last A inI right PAN-j
Pas. 32 or 82: short first A in left PANi
AMA (2¢ only); dropped firs~ A in right
PANAMA (2¢ only).
I
Pas. 36 or 86: 1 mm between Z and
of
ZONE instead of normal 0.5 mm (both
values); broken P in right PANAMA (1¢

0

Figure 1.

No. 16 with two dots between Z
and
of ZONE (Pas. 12).
Pas. 19 or 69; broken L in CANAL; on
some 2¢ only.
Pas. 29 or 79; work up (bar) before right
FANAMA; 2¢ value only.
Pas. 32 or 82: broken N in CANAL
(does not show on some copies of 1¢ value).
Pas. 42 or 92: work up (two dots or bar)
between N and A of CANAL; 2¢ value only.
Pas. 47 or 97: broken N in ZONE.
Because of a misplaced surcharge, copies
of the 1¢ exist with two bars-on bottom,
none on top; bar at bottom only; two bars
on bottom and one on top; two bars on
top. C:Jpies of the 2¢ exist with two bars
on bottom, none on top; bar on bottom
only; two bars on bottom, one on top. Copies
of the 1¢ value with double surcharge are
known.

only) (see Figure 2).

j

!

0

Second Printing
The accents seemingly occur at random
on the various letters A of the second print~
ing. Their occurrence is given in Table III.
Most blocks of four and many single stamps
can be plated in the setting when they have
a unique distribution of the accents. Stamps
of the 1¢ denomination can also be identified as to whether they came from the
upper or lower half pane by the greater
spacing between the bars and the greater
spacing between ct. and the lower bar
on the stamps from the lower half pane
(see Table I). The second printing was the
only one where the spacing changed between printing the upper and lower half
panes (on the 1¢ value); it was also changed
between printing the 1¢ and 2¢ values (see
Table I). A different 1 in 1 ct. was used
in this printing; it has smaller serifs. Some
of the accents in the following positions
are weak and do not always print: Pas. 1,
10, 11, 19, 27, 35, 37, 44, 47.
A number of other varieties exist of the
surcharge as follows:
Pas. 2 or 52: dot in Z of ZONE (1¢ only);
dropped first A in left PANAMA (2¢ only).

Figure 2. No. 16a with 1 md between ZI
of ZONE on lower right stamp
and
(Pas. 36).

0

Figure 3. No. 16a with 1.5 mm between
1 and cts. on lower left stamp (Pas. 99).
N in left PANAMA (1¢ value); 1.6 mm between 2 and cts. instead of normal 2.5-3.5
mm and inverted N in left PANAMA (2¢
value).
Pas. 7 and 57: inverted V for final A in
left PANAMA.
Pos. 8 and 58: lower serif of 2 broken
(2¢ value).
Pos. 9 and 59: broken
in ZONE.
Pas. 20 and 70: broken N in left PANAMA.
Pas. 36 and 86: 1.0 mm between Z and
o of ZONE instead of normal 0.5 mm.
Pas. 43 and 93: broken N in left PANAMA.
Pas. 48 and 98: broken P in right PANAMA.

0

Pas. 49 only: 0.4 mm between P and A
of right PANAMA instead of normal 0.1
mm (1¢ value).
Pas. 50 only: first setting: 2.2 mm between C and A of CANAL instead of normal 0.7 mm and 1 below line (1¢ value)
(see Figure 4).
second setting: CANAL 13.3 mm long
instead of normal 12.2 mm; either 1 or 2
slightly below line (both values).
Pos. 100 only: CANAL 13.3 mm long
instead of normal 12.2 mm.

Pas. 43 or 93: broken N in left PANAMA.
Pos. 48 or 98: broken last A in rightl
I
PANA.\fA (1¢ value).
Pas. 49 or 99: 1.5 mm between 1 and]
ct. instead of normal 2.5 mm (1¢ only) (see'
Figure 3).
I

Third
It has always
beenPrinting
assumed that a completely new setting was made for the thir
printing. However, we shall spow that al
considerable part of the setting from the
second printing was used again, but with'
certain changes, again apparently made almost at random. The arrangement of the
accents in the third printing is given in
Table IV.
I
Some of the accents in the following positions are weak and do not always print:
II

Pas. 1, 3, 6, 13, 29, 33, 47. ~ number of
nther constant varieties exist in the surcharge as follows:
I
Pas. 1 or 51: 2.0 mm between

1 and ct.

instead of normal 2.5-3.5 mm I (1¢ value);
1.8 mm between 2 and cts. instead of normal
2.5-3.5 mm (2¢ value).
I
Pas. 2 or 52: 1.7 mm between 1 and ct.
instead of normal 2.5-3.5 mm dnd inverted
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Figure 4. No. 16b with 2.2 mm between
C and A of CANAL on upper right stamp
(pas. 50).
PANAMA is from 0.7 to 1.1 mm too far
to the left on Pas. 41-50 of both settings
of the 1¢ value. It is slightly shifted to the
left (0.2 to 0.6 mm) on the bottom row of
both values and also on Pas. 41-50 of the
2¢ value.
The varieties occur on both values unless
otherwise stated. The very wide spacing
between the C and A of CANAL on Pas.
SO was corrected
part of the way through
the printing of the upper half panes of the
l¢ value. After this was corrected CANAL

4.
1.111

5OOO-DOA;
8OOO-OOA:
2AOO-OOO;
926000-000.
7ODD-DAD;
4OOO-OAO.
3OOO-OOA;
4OOO-AAA:
Column
OAA-AAA.
OOO-OAO:
000-000;
10
AAA-AAA:
000-000:
OAA-AAO:
AAO-AAA;
AOA-OOO;
ADO-ADO;
000-000;
000-000:
AAA-OAO:
000-000;
AOA-OOO;
OOA-OOO;
OOO-OOA;
OOO-AAA;
AAA-AAA;
DAD-ODD:
AOO-OAA;
AAA-OOO;
OOO-AOO:
OOO-AOO;
AAA-AAO:
AAO-OOO;
ODD-ADA;
OAA-OAO;
OOO-OAO;
OAO-OAO;
AOO-AOO;
ADO-ODD:
ODD-ADO;
AOO-OOO:
OAO-OOO:
AAA-OAO;
OOO-AAA;
0000-000;
OOA-OAA;
OOO-OOA;
OOA-OAO;
AOO-AAO;
AOA-OOA;
OOO-OAO:
OOA-OOO;
000-000;
ADO-ODD:
AOO-OOO;
ODD-ODD:
DAD-ODD;
AOO-OAO;
AAO-OAO:
OAA-AAO;
AAO-OAA;
OAO-OOO;
ADO-ODD;
OOA-OAA;
OOA-AAO;
OOA-AOA:
OOA-OOA;
First
Printing.
Second
Printing.
Third
Printing.

Table II.

was still too long. The remainder of the
upper half sheets of the 11 value received
this overprint as did all of the upper half
sheets of the 2¢ value and all of the lower
half sheets of both values.
A comparison of the positions of the accented letters A and of the other varieties
shows at once that a considerable portion
of the surcharge form was kept from the
set:ond printing and used again fer the
third printing, contrary to the usual statements in previous articles. Of the 50 positions in the surcharge, 31 have the identical positions for the accented letters A in
both the second and third printings. This
is very much more than could have occurred by chance. The positions with identical accents in both printings are: Pas. 6,
7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 33, 34, 38, 39,
40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 48. Furthermore the
varieties listed above for Pos. 9, 20, 36,
and 43 (broken N in PANAMA; broken
in ZONE; 1.0 mm between Z and
in
ZONE) are identical in both printings. Thus
a large part of the type was carried over
from one printing to another. Nevertheless
it is unusual that so many letters were replaced right beside these that were kept.
On Pas. 9 and 36 where ZONE was kept,
PANAMA was reset as the accents are different on the two printings.

0

0

There is one major variety known in this
printing. Two copies of the 1¢ value exist
with lower bar missing (Figure 5). The bar
did not print, probably because of some
foreign matter· between the stamp and the
type; this variety is not due to a shifted
su,charge.
A number

of varieties are known due

t·.)

shifted surcharge. Both values are known
with all of these varieties: two bars at bottom, none at top; bar at bottom only; two
bars at bottom, one at top; two bars at top,

none at bottom; bar at top only; two bars
at top, one at bottom.
Here is an ideal issue for specialization
with low catalogue value and many interesting varieties, an issue that has been
almost completely neglected up to now.
It is a challenge to try to find copies from
all of the positions listed in this article.

!

wish to thank Dr. James B. Helme aDd
Col. James DeVoss for carefully reading
this manuscript and suggesting corrections
and additions.

Figure 5. No. 16b with lower bar missing
on two stamps of bottom row.

Plating the 1904..1906 Overprints
on Panama Stamps
By Gilbert N. Plass
The first series of Canal Zone stamps (Scott Nos. 1-3) was issued on June 24, 1904
and was replaced by the overprinted United States stamps (Nos. 4-8) on July 18, 1904.
The latter were in use for five months and were followed by the first stamps of the third
series (Nos. 9, 10, and 12-15) on December 12, 1904. The other stamps in this series (Nos.
11 and 18-20) were issued later. Numbers 9-15 and 18-20 are usually considered together
as the Third Series of Canal Zone stamps,
since one set of six plates was used for all
across by 5 down). There was one Panama
of the Canal Zone overprints on these
printing which was applied to half of a
stamps. Each plate was set up to oversheet as two vertical panes of 50 each;
print a full sheet of 100 stamps in one
this printing was not used for any CANAL
overprinting.
ZONE stamps, however. The usual Third
The Fourth Panama Provisional overprint
Panama Provisional overprint applied as
(Panama Scott Nos. 76-82) with the larger
horizontal panes of 50 each were used for
PANAMA reading up on the left and down
Canal Zone Nos. 1, 15, 18, and 19.
on the right was applied to half of a sheet
The 8 cts surcharge on Nos. 14 and 15
at a time as two vertical panes of 50 each
was set up to overprint only 25 stamps (5
(5 stamps across by 10 stamps down).
stamps across by 5 stamps down). The surThese overprints were used for Nos. 2, 3,
charge on Nos. 18-20 was set up to over11-14, and 20.
print half of a sheet at a time as two verThe Third Panama Provisional overprint
tical panes of 50 each (5 stamps across by
(Panama Nos. 71-75) with PANAMA nor10 stamps down).
mally reading either both up or both down
The size of a given plate is important,
was applied to half of a sheet at a time as
since this determines how many times a
two horizontal panes of 50 each (10 stamps
constant variety is repeated.
A CANAL
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200,000
5,000
5,000
Scott
100,0001

2
75,000

1

Setting
17,500

410,000)
3100,000
50,000
Table 1.
( 20,000
29,200
20,000
2,500
150,000
5

6

No.

9
10

11

70,000
170,000

12

30,000

13

20,0002
19,6003

14

15

145,800'
(10,000)
1,000

100,000

400

18
19
20

Total
310,000
]2,500 destroyed
2
100 destroyed

19,000
385,000

310,000
3
4

89,200
200 destroyed
400 destroyed

20,0004
195,80d

100,000

I

ZONE overprint variety occurs once per
ting. Previous authors have nJtj attempted to
sheet of 100 stamps; a PANAMA variety of tabulate these and have given the excuse
the Fourth Provisional overprint (up on the that most of these are not constant. On the
left and down on the right) will occur contrary most of these broken letters are
twice on each sheet, once in each vertical remarkably constant for a given setting. Ocpane of 50. As an example of this, a variety casionally allowance has to ID~made for a
found on Pas. 41 is repeated on Pas. 46;
this is also the case for a variety of the broken letters or for a veJ light inking
heavy inking which may maskla few of the
8 cts surcharge on Nos. 18-20. An 8 cts which may make additional bnes show ud.
I I
'
variety on Nos. 14 and 15 occurs four times
in the sheet. As an example, the Type C
Nevertheless the vast majority of the
(or sometimes referred to as Type III) 8 is
broken
and characteristic
letters reported
of one her~
or more
lare settings.I
consta~~
found on Pos. 45, 50, 95, and 100. The
A study of the broken lette~d
I I is important
Third Panama Provisional overprint (either in determining both the setting and the
both up or both down) is slightly more position on the sheet of a given stamp.
complicated and is discussed later in this Every collection of the third series stamps
_artjs.I!'.. ,~"~
_~ __~ "--'-.< >-shQt!ld attempt to .separate th\e .various setr
There were six settings of the CANAL tings
for each stamp. It is pds~ible to plate
ZONE overprint. The first printing was many single stamps and aIrrlqst all blockk
made in December, 1904. In May, 1905 of four from a study of alII the availabl~
the original type was dumped and an en- clues. These include the brol<eh letters, the
tirely new plate was set up using only a characteristics of the varioujs PANAMA
few of the same type as were in the first overprints and the 8 cts surcharge, as well
setting. This second setting was used until as the known position of the various overNovember, 1905 when certain letters were print and surcharge errors. This becomes a
replaced. The same process of replacing
truly fascinating study when all of this incertain letters occurred again in February,
formation is put together. It is also im1906, March, 1906, and August, 1906. The portant in the detection of forgeries. For
entire type was dumped only once between
example, every genuine copy of No. 15
the first and second settings. The other must have a CANAL ZONE overprint from
times only certain letters were replaced. It
the first setting whose positionl agrees with
has been standard terminology with this the characteristics of the PANAMA overissue to call each of these "settings."
print for that position. In addition the 8 cts
The number of copies printed of each surcharge must be the correct type for this
issue in each setting is given in Table 1. same position.
The figures for the fourth and fifth settings
of No. 13 are in parenthesis because the
exact distribution between the two printFirst Setting
ings is not known; the total of these two
The broken letters for the first setting
printings is known to be 20,000.
are listed by position. A listing "C-ul" means
A few stamps may be inunediately as- that the C of CANAL is br~ken near the
signed to the proper setting. For example, upper left portion of the letter. The abreany copy of No. 11 must be from the third yiations "ul, ur, II, lr" are used for upper
setting and any copy of No. 15 must be left, upper right, lower left, and lower
from the first setting. Furthermore only No. right respectively and "t, b, II, r" for top,
12 exists from all six settings. Thus any bottom, left, and right respectiyely and "c"
other number can exist only from certain for the center of the letter. An entry "E-t-r"
settings. This immediately eliminates cer-' means that there are two b~eaks, one at
tain possibilities when attempting to deter- top and one at right of letterlE. The entry
mine the appropriate setting for a given "AI" or "A2" means the first and second A
stamp.
in CANAL 'f~spectively. The ~ntry "Nl" or
Broken letters occur frequently in each set- "N2" means the N in CANAL or the N in
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ZONE respectively. An 'IS" after the entry
means that it occurs on some, but not all
stamps from that position. Stamps from the
first setting are especially lightly inked and
some specimens with very light inking may
show additional flaws to those listed.
Pas. 1: C-ul; A2-c; L-ul; E-ul.
Pas. 2: Nl-c-S; L-lr-S.
Pas. 3: L-lr; E-t.
Pas. 4: C-ul; L-lr.
Pas. 6: L-t; E-ul.
Pas. 7: E-t.
Pas. 9: A2-c.
Pas. 10:Al-1.
Pas. 11: Z-t.
Pas. 12: Nl-ul.
Pas. 13: C-l-S; A2-1.
Pas. 14: A2-1-c;Nl-r-S.
Pas. 15: AI-l-S.
Pas. 16: E-ul.
Pas. 19: NI-r.
Pas. 22: AI-c.
Pas. 23: Nl-ur-S.
Pas. 24: A2-1-S.
Pos. 25: C-t-S; AI-ul-ur-S.
Pas. 27: A2-I-S.
Pas. 28: Z-ur-S.
Pas. 29: E-t-b.
Pas. 30: AI-ul-ur.
Pas. 31: Cot; A2-1.
Pas. 33: Z-ll-S (shows as white spot on
letter).
Pas. 34: A2-t (letter bent at top).
Pas. 35: C-ul; L-Ir-S; Z-ll; A2-c.
Pas. 36: C-b.
_.Pos.- 38: .C-ul; .E-l!.- .

Pas. 40: L-ul; N2-1.
Pas. 41: wide spacing between A and L;
CANAL ZONE below proper horizontal line
for rowan some.
Pas. 46: NI-ul-S.
Pas. 47: dot at left center on Z on some.
Pas. 48: Nl-ul.
Pos. 49: A2-r-S; E-ul.
Pos. 50: A2-1;AI-l-ur-S.
Pas. 51: CANAL ZONE titled downward
to left or below proper horizontal line for
rowan some.
Pas. 53: E-b-S.
Pas. 55: E-t; AI-ll-S.
Pas. 56: C-t-S.
Pas. 57: A2-r-S; E-t-S.
Pas. 58: E-ul.
Pas. 59: O-t; E-ul.
Pas. 60: Cot.
Pas. 61: L-t-S; E dropped below line.
Pas. 64: AI-lr.
Pos. 65: O-ur-S.
Pas. 66: C-l-S; Z-b.
Pas. 68: L sideways on a very few sheets.
Pas. 69: A2-1; O-ur-S; E-t.
Pas. 70: AI-I; L-t-S.
Pas. 72: Nl-l; Z-t; N2-I.
Pas. 74: C-t-ll-S; Nl-l.
Pas. 78: C-ul-S; N2-1-S.
Pas. 79: Nl-l.
Pas. 80: L-t-S; N2-ur.
. Pas. 81: AI-I; E-t.
Pas. 82: N2-ul; E-tJS.
(Continued

on page 19)

Secretaryt s Report
Alfred R. Bew
29 S. South Carolina Ave.

Figure 8. Nos. Cl and C2.

Official Stamps Perforated "P"

enlargement of a counterfeit of No. 116
showing the irregularity of the holes is
shown in Figure 10. The genuine stamp
should also have flat back and not bulge
outward at the edge of the holes. In another
counterfeit the size and shape of the P does
not even remotely resemble the genuine.
P officials were never sold to the collector so they really should not exist unused.
However, as can be seen by the table, 540
of the 1429 reported are unused. It is interesting to note that the largest percentage
of unused copies occur in the early issues
when the controls were the most lax. There
must have been a large unused block of
the scarce Mount Hope Type III No. 48
at one time as three blocks of 4 are reported. One of these blocks is shown in
Figure 11. Other large blocks are indicated
in Table I.

Figure 10. Counterfeit P on No. 116.
Many perforated P's were used in cheap
packets and have been destroyed by novice
collectors. Envelopes from much of the
official correspondence were thrown away
or kept in government archives, and in this
case have never passed into the hands ·of
collectors. Whatever the reasons, these official stamps are seldom seen today.

by Wes Dunaway and W. H. Cassibry
(Continued from page 7 of last issue)
The results of the survey are shown in
Table I. The number of unused and used
copies reported is sho\vn in the second and
third columns with their totals in the fourth
column. The unused and used blocks reported are shown in the fifth and sixth
columns. The simple numbers indicate the
number of blocks of four reported. For example, for No. 39 there are 3 unused and
1 used block of four reported plus one unused block of nine (IB9). Two covers were
reported with No. 40 and one each of No.
74, 86, 107, 117, and 120. One copy on
piece was reported for No. 37 and 39, 2
copies on piece of No. 51 and a block of
10 on piece of No. 40.
There were eight stamps on the original
list of which only one copy was reported.
These were No. 67 (Figure 7), 68 (Figure
7), 80, 110, Cl (Figure 8), C2 (Figure
8), C3 (Figure 9), and C4 (Figure 9). Upon
examination of an enlargement of No. 80,
we have removed this from the list as it
has many of the characteristics of three
stamps we identified as counterfeits. An

Figure 7. Nos. 67 and 68.

Figure 9. Nos. C3 and C4.
In the early issues 'of ordinary stamps,
the 1¢, 2¢ and 5¢ values seem to be more
common. High values with a few exceptions are quite scarce. In the airmails, the
higher values seem more common than
the lower values. For many years, all perfins were considered worthless. An old
dealer in Canal Zone said they used to pick
Figure n. No. 48.
them out of lots they would get, put them
Thanks are extended to all the members
in a cigar box, and sell them at great discount. However, in Frank Marques' 32nd of the Canal Zone 'Study Group who replied
Auction sale of the Coveleski collection on to the questionnaire and particularly to the
March 14, 1931, four perforate P lots were following philatelists who made other condescribed and given a very high estimated tributions of data: William U. Sells, F. R.
value. One lot contained an unused sheet Brooks, Bill Mazurie, David J. Leeds, Jim
Lambert, Richard H. Salz, and Milo S.
of 100 of what was probably No. 40 (the
James.
various types were not distinguished then)
with two tete beche rows. It was stated
Lincoln Memorial
that this was sold by mistake at the post office and is probably unique. Mr. Coveleski's
An additional stamp is known with the
records show that stamps with these per- . RPR perlin in addition to those listed by
forations were sent to Scott Stamp & Coin W. Dunaway and W. H. Cassibry in their
Co. for listing, and Mr. Luff answered that article on "Official Stamps Perforated 'P'''.
no stamps with perfins of any kind are ac- William U. Sells reports that the 1909 Lincepted for listing. Mr. Coveleski turned coln Memorial issue is also known with this
down a very high offer for this item at one perfin used by the Ney York City office
time. Unfortunately, I have no prices real- of the Panama Railroad Company. This was
ized for the' sale, so do not know what the apparently the only commemorative issue
so used.
lot brought.
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Scott
No.

37
38
39

40
41

48

51

Total

Total

Unused

Used

2
19

17
28
54

23

37
5
2

105
7
18
22

1

Total

Table 1.
Unused
Blocks

. --.-. -- T-

1
1

19
47
77
142

Quantities Reported
Used
Blocks

3; 1B9

1

12

20

3

10
11

32

IB12

9

II

Unused

Used

78

01

17
78

107 I
108

6
1

32
15

18
38
16

109

1

6

7

110

1

0

1

o

55

5

56

4
o

9
30
10
6

60
61
62
63
67
68

4

31

6
35

o

13
24

13
30

17

23

o
o

1

69

4

8

12

70

14

4
35
8

18

1
1

99

5; 1B16

37

C1

0

2; IB12
2

C2 III
C3

00
0

11
1

C5
C7
C9

0
0

5
9
10

CI0
Cll

1
6

57

71
73
74
75
84
86
87
91

92
96
97
99
100
101
102
103

6
6

64

1B12

1

14

1
1

1
1

1

29

1

35

2

25
21

12

43

5

17
o
o
o

31

48

2; 1B12

3

3

1

1

1

4

5

lL,-,~
15

3
3
7

6
6
4

4; 1B8

0

127 I
129

0
0

I

C13
C14

1

8
35
9
9
11

123
122

I
1I

C4

5
->cc...C.l.5

0

- -.1; IB6.
2

1

1904-1906 Overprints ( Continued from page 17)
Pas. 83: A2-ul.
Pas. 84: A2-ll.
Pas. 87: ON of ZONE below line on some
sheets.
Pas. 89: O-t.
Pas. 91: Nl-ll-S.
Pas. 92: A2-11-S.
Pas. 94: A2-1.
Pas. 95: O-t-S.
Pas. 96: A2-ll-c.
Pas. 98: E-lr.
Pas. 100: 0-1; N2-ul-S.
Many single stamps and most blocks of
four can be plated by a comparison of the
broken letters with those listed in the above
chart. The vast majority of those listed are
quite constant if due allowance is made for
unusually light .or heavy inking. There are
an unusually large number of broken letters
in the first setting which occur on part of
the sheets only (marked S in the listing).
This may be connected with the fact that
there were several printings from the first
setting and letters seem to have been replaced or damaged between printings.
( Continued in next issue)

I

133

1

3
4
20

c'~-

121

135
131

8

1

01
2
0
1

j

I

f

10
26
8
9
39

Used
Blocks

2

1
2

3
6
10

1

9
40

5

5

25

11
25

11

13
3

13

3
5

2

4

17
17
31

112
111 I
114
115 I
117
120

Unused
Blocks

1
11

52
54

12

Total

106
1051

No.

1

T--~-~~~-------------'''---

of PbEforated "P" jStamps
Scot~ I
Total
Total

I

0
01

8

-j

I

°
1
1

I

20
5

1

18
19

16
31

8
21

1

1
1

1
5
9
10

1
1

19
25
17

1

32

2

11
2

C16
~
5
C17
0
13
C19
0
11
CL5 1'1-- - "-" -'--- J.
C20
2
20
540
889

1
1

L

New Issues
A new stamp and several pastal statianery
tion with the new pastal r~tes. Withaut
items announcement
have already been
in cannec-I
prior
faur issued
new postal
statianery items were issued during May, 1971.
The 5¢ ordinary postal card was surcharged
to make a 6¢ postal card. It was also surcharged into a 9¢ airmail postal card. The
1O¢ airmail short envelope was surcharged
to make an 11¢ airmail envelope. Also the
current 4¢ ordinary long envelope was surcharged to make an 11¢ airmail envelape.
These items have nat been seen at the time
.of going ta press. This infarmatian
was supplied by Hugh Cassibry.
A Panama Canal press release states that
a new 8¢ .ordinary postage stamp will be
placed on sale at the Balboa, Canal Zone
Post Office on July 14, 1971. 'The stamps
will be 0.75" x 0.87" in dimension, arranged vertically and issued in sheets of 100.
An initial printing of 1,000,000 has been
authorized. The multi-colared hamp will be
printed in yellow, brown, and blue and will
have as its main subject the ruins of Fort
San Larenzo which are lacated within the
Canal Zone on a bluff overlooking the
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5
13

11
22

1

1429

Chagres River at its junction with the Atlantic Ocean (see Masthead).
Initial fartification at San Larenzo by the
Spanish began as early as 1575 and was
completed in 1597. This and other fortifications in the Panama area were a necessity
during this period because they served as
starehouses for the gold, jewels and silver
which were being shipped back to Spain
from the New World by convoys esoorteu
by a strong fleet of men 0' war.
The fort at San Lorenzo was captured by
Henry Morgan in 1669 and later destroyed
when a letter to Porto Bello demanding ransom for leaving the fort undamaged was declined. After rebuilding by the Spanish the
fort was again captured and destroyed in
1740 by another Englishman, Admiral Edward Vernon. The fort was again rebuilt in
1751 by Don Ignacio de Sala the Governor
General of Cartagena.
By 1849 it was under the sovereignty of
the Republic of Colombia and in a state of
general disrepair. Eventually it was overgrown by the jungle. In recent years the
area was cleared of the jungle overgrawth
and the ruins .of the fort now serve as a
tourist attraction.

Harities of First Series
We continue our series in which we are
illustrating some of the rarities of the first
series. Positions 1 and 100 of e3.ch sheet of
the 2c value have PANAMA re3.ding down
on the left and up on the right. Only 52
copies of this error can exist. The upper
left stamp in the block of four in Figure 1

.
..

.
•

..

....•.•••........•..••.••........•......

Figure 4.

No. 2c. Two stamps on right
without overprint.

Figure 5.

No. 2c. Center stamp of top row
without overprint.

Figure 3. No. Ie, Pos. 100.

Miami-Cristobal

Figure 1. No. Id, upper left stamp.
is from Pas. 1 and shows this error. Several
varieties of the Panama overprint also occur in this block. On Pas. 1 part of the
first A of the left PANAMA is missing; on
Pas. 11 first A broken in left PANAMA and
inverted V for first A in right PANAMA; on
Pas. 12 inverted N in right PANAMA.
One sheet of the 2c value was handstamped with inverted CANAL ZONE. The
stamps from Positions 1 and 100 have both
inverted CANAL ZONE and PANAMA

First Flight

In the review of the American Air Mail
Catalogue in the last issue, it was stated
incorrectly that only 327 and 689 covers
were carried on the 1929 first flight from
Miami to Cristobal and from Cristobal to
Miami respectively. These figures refer to
the number of pounds of mail carried and
not to the number of covers. Your Editor is
informed that figures in parenthesis without
any words after them refer in this catalogue
to pounds of mail carried. This is rather confusing, especially since he can find no
statement to this effect in Volume Three.
George Goodrich called this to my attention.

Philatelic Literature
The "H]MR Priced Guide to Philatelic
Literature - Second Edition" may now be
obtained for $5.00 from the H]MR Co., Box
308, North Miami, Fla. 33161. This 509 page
book gives the most complete priced list
of philatelic literature ever published. Included in the listings are over 30 articles
on Canal Zone stamps and our own Canal
Zone PhilateUst is also listed.

£eading up and dOwn. 'r11is is Scott t.Jo. I€:.

The two known copies are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The copy shown in Figure

BUYER?

SELLER?

If you intend to purchase - or to offer for sale a
"Specialized" Collection or individual stamps ...
SELECT

THE

PUBLIC

AUCTION

~spttUtllV ~ or ~pttittlists@

SCHIFF AUCTIONS FEATURE SPECIAL SECTIONS OF:
SINGLES, BLOCKS, PLATE BLOCKS, SCARCE NUMBERS, COILS & BOOKLETS,
COVERS & FIRST DAY COVERS, FREAKS & ERRORS, WHOLESALE LOTS,
& COLLECTIONS OF:

U.S., U.N., CANAL ZONE and FOREIGN STAMPS
BUYERS:

Figure 2. No. Ie, Pos. 1.
2 is used and is from Pas. 1. It is ex-Coveleski collection. The copy shown in Figure 3 is unused and is from Pos. 100.
The 5c value is known in a pair, one
without CANAL ZONE overprint. This is
listed as Scott No. 2c. The three known
pairs are shown in Figures 4 and 5. Two
examples of this error are contained in the
block of 6, ex-Justi, shown in Figure 4.
One example of this error is in the block of
6, ex-Tows and DeVoss, shown in Figure
5. In later Canal Zone issues a distinction
is made between horizontal and vertical
pairs containing one stamp without overprint. H this were done here, this last
block would contain the only known vertical pair, one without overprint.

BID BY PHONE, BY MAIL, OR IN PERSON
NO CHARGE FOR EXECUTING BIDS
REQUEST OUR NEXT AUCTION CATALOG.
REMIT 25c (5Oc 1st CLASS MAIL)
OR $1.00 FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES REALIZED.
SELLERS:

NO WTTING

OUR COMMISSIONIS ONLY 20% OF THE PRICE REALIZED-CHARGES.
PLEASE CONTACT US BEFORE SENDING STAMPS.

WE ALSO PURCHASE OUTRIGHT
"HOW

TO PARTICIPATE

IN A STAMP AUCTION"

2nd Edition - 20-page Booklet
Prepared to Assist Buyers or Sellers ~ 25¢

3Jurqufli

Qt. ~tl1ifff

3Jr.f ~ur.

536 West 111th Street, New York, N.Y. 10025

Tel-. (212) 662-2777
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